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a b s t r a c t
We present a fast manifold learning algorithm by formulating a new linear
constraint that we use to replace the weighted orthonormality constraints within
Laplacian Eigenmaps; a popular manifold learning algorithm. We thereby convert a
quadratically constrained quadratic optimization problem into a simpler formulation
that is a linearly constrained quadratic optimization problem. We show that
solving this problem is equivalent to solving a symmetric diagonally dominant
(SDD) linear system which can be solved very fast using a combinatorial multigrid
(CMG) solver. In addition to this we also suggest another method that can
exploit any sparsity within the graph Laplacian matrix via a fast sparse Cholesky
decomposition to produce an alternative solution in addition to the SDD based
method. We compare the improvements in run-times using both our SDD system
based method and our fast sparse Cholesky decomposition based method against the
well known Nystrom method based fast manifold learning and present competitive
results.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The problem of manifold learning is concerned with ﬁnding low-dimensional representations of highdimensional data. There has been extensive research in the recent years in developing various manifold
learning techniques like Diﬀusion Maps [1], Hessian Eigenmaps [2], Laplacian Eigenmaps [3], Semideﬁnite
Embedding [4], Locally Linear Embedding [5], ISOMAP [6], Continuum Isomap [7], Local Tangent Space
Alignment [8], Maximum Variance Unfolding [9], t-distributed Stochastic Neighborhood Embedding [10].
As part of the solution to the manifold learning problem, most of these techniques require a spectral decomposition. The authors in [11–14] have quite successfully employed the Nystrom method in the speeding-up
✩
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of the spectral decomposition within this setting. The goal of this paper is to formulate a modiﬁed objective
function that is much simpler to optimize than the one’s used in the popular techniques referred above along
with providing an eﬃciently computable solution to the modiﬁed problem and comparatively benchmarking
it’s run-times across real-life datasets in comparison to the existing Nystrom based methods. The following
is the structure of this paper: In Section 2, we examine the objective function of Laplacian Eigenmaps which
is a Quadratically Constrained Quadratic Optimization problem. We then formulate a new constraint that
is instead linear and can replace the quadratic constraint used in Laplacian Eigenmaps. We then show that
the solution of this newly formulated problem can be obtained by solving a symmetric diagonally dominant
(SDD) linear system. In addition to this new SDD solution, we also provide a second solution which can
be obtained by a fast sparse Cholesky decomposition that can exploit the sparsity of the graph Laplacian
matrix involved in the quadratic objective function. In Section 3, we provide comparative results of runtimes
as well as of the quality of our solution over various real-life datasets, both visually and quantitatively. We
compare our SDD based solution as well as our alternate sparse Cholesky decomposition based solution
with the baseline technique of the Nystrom method based manifold learning and show highly competitive
improvements in speed while maintaining a similar quality of the solution.
2. Linearly constrained embedding
Consider the real matrix Xn×p to be a high-dimensional input dataset consisting of n points in p dimensions. We now describe some notation used in the objective function of Laplacian Eigenmaps, a popular
manifold learning algorithm. We denote L to be a symmetric graph Laplacian matrix constructed from a
graph with an adjacency matrix W , that has been obtained by applying a Gaussian kernel function to the
exp(−d2 (X))

ij
points (rows) in X as Wij =
with d2ij (X) denoting the squared Euclidean distance between the
σ
rows i and j of the matrix X. We use D to denote the degree matrix corresponding to the above mentioned
adjacency matrix and restate the well-known identity of L = D − W . Using this notation, the objective in
Laplacian Eigenmaps can be reiterated as the problem of ﬁnding a real matrix Zn×d for a chosen d < p
that minimizes the following:

argmin
s.t.

Tr[Z T LZ]

(1)

Z T DZ=I

where I denotes the Identity matrix. One of the main reasons for using this particular quadratic constraint,
Z T DZ = I is in order to prevent a zero matrix (all entries being zero) Z ∗ from being the optimal minimizer
to this problem. Our ﬁrst contribution in this paper is a linear constraint that we propose in order to prevent
a zero matrix from being a minimizer of this objective. On expanding the trace Tr[Z T LZ], we can see that

this term is exactly the same as ij Wij d2ij (Z) with d2ij (Z) denoting the squared Euclidean distance between
the rows i and j of the matrix Z. To avoid confusion we restate that this W is the adjacency matrix that
corresponds to the graph Laplacian matrix L in this objective. Our linear constraint hence has to prevent a
solution where all the rows of Z are not exactly the same leading to dij (Z) being zero ∀i, j. If such a linear
constraint can be formulated, it’s linearity makes it easier to practically enforce it due to the quadratic
nature of the loss function thereby producing a much simpler optimization problem.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Row-unique matrix). A matrix M is row-unique, if all the rows in the matrix are distinct.
Proposition 2.1. For any row-unique matrix Mn×p , and for any given Laplacian matrix Ln×n , if
Tr(Z T LM ) = 0, then there exist at least two rows in Zn×p , that are distinct.

p
Proof. Tr(Z T LM ) = i,j Wij φij (Z, M ), where φij (Z, M ) = a=1 (Zia − Zja )(Mia − Mja ). Hence, for a
row unique M , there exist at least two rows in Z, such that Zi. = Zj. in order to satisfy the inequality on
Tr(Z T LM ). Note that, φij (Z, Z) = d2ij (Z). 2
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We deﬁne our proposed linear constraint as follows:
Tr(Z T SΥ) = ν

(2)

where ν = 0, S = Laplacian(1n×n ) is a Laplacian formed over an adjacency matrix of all 1’s and Υ denotes
any row-unique matrix. As far as the optimization is concerned, Υ is a ﬁxed matrix and so is the scalar
ν ﬁxed. The following is the total loss function, T (Z, λ) obtained when our proposed linear constraint is
combined with the convex objective function with λ being a positive multiplier over the constraint:


T (Z, λ) = Tr(Z T LZ) + λ Tr(Z T SΥ) − ν

(3)

T (Z, λ) = 2LZ + λSΥ

(4)

The gradient, is given by:

We get the following solution, by setting the gradient equal to zero.
λ
Z ∗ = − L+ SΥ
2

(5)

where the inverse on L is the pseudoinverse. Now upon substituting this for Z in Tr(Z T SΥ) = ν, we get
the following update, for the multiplier:
λ=

−2ν
Tr(ΥT SL+ SΥ)

(6)

2.1. Faster algorithm using sparsity of Laplacian matrix
Using the sparsity of L, we can compute a Cholesky factor R using the ‘fast Cholesky decomposition for
sparse matrices’ as introduced in [15–19] with implementations in [20–22] such that L = RT R and then we
can solve for a Y using the lower-triangular Cholesky factor matrix RT as below:
RT Y = SΥ

(7)

Now upon solving for a G using the upper-triangular Cholesky factor matrix R as below:
RG = Y

(8)

gives us a faster way of obtaining the embedding Z by exploring the sparse structure in L as:
Z = λG where λ = −2ν/Y 2F

(9)

2.2. Even faster algorithm by solving a symmetric diagonally dominant system
As L is a symmetric diagonally dominant matrix, our solution in eqn. (5) is equivalent to solving a
symmetric diagonally dominant linear system. There has been absolutely excellent recent research resulting
in algorithms that can solve such systems really fast as in [24–30,32] with the fastest algorithm to date
requiring just nearly m log1/2 n time for the solution [32]. This leads to an SDD solution via the usage
of our linear constraint based formulation of manifold learning thereby resulting in highly competitive
run-times.
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Table 1
Comparison of runtimes.
Dataset

Nystrom IKLR

Ours (Sparse Cholesky)

Ours (SDD)

SARCOS Robot Arm: 10 000 by 21
Regulated genes: 4824 by 14
USPS handwritten digits: 4649 by 256
Frey Human Faces: 2000 by 560
Olivetta Human Faces: 400 by 4096
UMIST Human Faces: 575 by 10 304

231
22.901
39.497
3.405
0.029
0.021

116
15.157
22.604
1.323
0.013
0.008

0.0325
0.0168
0.0152
0.0074
0.0090
0.0023

3. Experimental results
In order to compare the run-times of our proposed technique we use the well-known Improved Nystrom
Method for Low-Rank Approximations (Nystrom IKLR) [11,12] as our baseline to compare the run-times
against each other. Approximation of eigenvectors within the spectral formulation of Laplacian Eigenmaps
using the Nystrom method [13] has been a recent breakthrough in speeding up manifold learning algorithms
and there has been extensive research in this direction recently in speeding up various low-rank kernel
approximations also applied on an extensively large scale as in [14]. We use the code provided by the
authors of IKLR, to run the Nystrom based Laplacian Eigenmaps and we note the run-times for various
datasets in Table 1. We ﬁx the adjacency matrices used in both the methods for any given dataset. We
obtain results on 6 popular real-life, machine learning datasets by reducing the dimensionality in all the
cases to 2. We ﬁrst describe these datasets below.
3.1. Dataset description
We tested our algorithm on three well known human face machine learning datasets: Frey Human Faces:
2000 points of 560 dimensions, Olivetta Human Faces: 400 points of 4096 dimensions and UMIST Human Faces: 575 points of 10 304 dimensions which are collections of gray scale images (of levels 0–255)
of dimensions 20 by 28 (stacked to a vector of 560 dimensions), 64 by 64 (stacked to 4096) and 112 by
92 (stacked to 10 304) respectively. We also tested it on 10 000 sampled points of data from the SARCOS Robot Arm which relates to an inverse dynamics problem for a seven degrees-of-freedom SARCOS
anthropomorphic robot arm. The task here is to map from a 21-dimensional input space to a lower dimension. We also use a 4824 point dataset of temporary regulated genes obtained in the development of
barley endosperm tissue over 14 time points (14 dimensions) from the bioinformatics experiment in [23].
We also use a 4649 point USPS images of handwritten digits dataset of handwritten digits of 7, 3, 0 in 256
dimensions.
We compare the run-times of our method against Nystrom IKLR in Table 1 showing the improvement
in run-time on all the datasets upon using our two methods over the well-known Nystrom IKLR technique.
We also show the results of the embeddings of the UMIST Images of Human Faces (10 304 dimensions),
Olivetta Images of Human Faces (4096 dimensions) and USPS images of handwritten digits (7, 3, 0 digits in
256 dimensions) datasets in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively. We can see similar faces as well as digits grouped
together in these 2D solutions obtained from our algorithm.
In addition to comparing the run-times and looking at the visual quality of our solutions, we quantitatively
compare the quality of our solutions with that of the solutions from the popular manifold learning technique
of Diﬀusion Maps by using the quantitative measure of ‘Local Continuity Meta Criterion (LCMC)’ as
described in [31]. We show the diﬀerences in LCMC obtained between the two techniques in Table 2, where
we ﬁnd that our method reasonably preserves the quality of the solution as in a way that is similar to the
quality obtained from Diﬀusion Maps.
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Fig. 1. UMIST Faces: 10 304 dimensional points embedded in 2D.

Fig. 2. Olivetta Faces: 4096 dimensional points embedded in 2D.

Fig. 3. USPS Digits: 256 dimensional images of handwritten digits embedded as points in 2D.
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Table 2
Diﬀerence of local continuity meta criterions.
Dataset
SARCOS Robot Arm
Regulated genes
USPS handwritten digits
Frey Human Faces
Olivetta Human Faces
UMIST Human Faces

LCMC (diﬀusion maps) –
LCMC (our SDD method)
0.08
−0.12
0.03
0.04
−0.09
−0.1

4. Conclusion and future work
In this work, we provided a new formulation for manifold learning that is computationally very fast. We
achieved highly competitive run-times on 6 real-life high-dimensional datasets in comparison to existing
Nystrom based fast algorithms for manifold learning. As part of the future work, we would also like to
investigate various combinatorial properties of our proposed zero-matrix preventing constraint with regards
to the trade-oﬀ between the error observed versus the number of unique (non-overlapping) points produced
in the result. We would also try to deploy and apply our algorithm on large scale learning problems as
in [14] within a massively large-scale high-performance computing based industrial/laboratory deployment.
We would also like to use the recently proposed graph-sparsiﬁcation algorithms in [33–36] in order to be
able to speedily generate the graph Laplacian matrices from the data as part of this deployment in the
future.
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